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This Affiliate Program describes the procedure for accruing rewards to Partners participating 
in the promotion of goods and services in satellite projects of the OTON Ecosystem, including 
OTON.Market and other partner projects.

All accruals to Partners are made from the date of acceptance by the Partner of this Affiliate 
Program, Terms of Use and other documents of the OTON Ecosystem posted on the oton.org 
website. 

The Partner’s income primarily depends on their personal sales volume and on how much time 
and effort the Partner invests in developing and building their own business.

This document is written in English. If any translation of this document conflicts with its Russian 
version, the Russian version shall take precedence.

Main provisions 
of the Affiliate program

https://oton.org/


For the purposes of this Affiliate Program, unless the context otherwise requires, the following 
terms have the following meanings:

«Points for personal purchases» — are conventional units that are awarded to customers 
for personal purchases of Goods on the Marketplace and in satellite projects of the OTON 
Ecosystem. Points for personal purchases are awarded in the ratio of 1 P. = 1 € (of the purchase 
price). The validity period of Points for personal purchases is 1 year from the date of accrual.

«Generation» — a part of the structure of the Partner, which includes generations from the 
Partner to the Partner below in its structure, having the same Rank as the leader, or higher. 
«Delta» - a fixed percentage of the cost of the Goods, which is intended for the distribution of 
rewards under the Affiliate Program. For each Product, a different Delta is provided depending 
on the conditions of a specific seller of the Product.

«Dynamic Compression» — means exclusion from the rewards distribution process of those 
Partners who have not met the conditions for access to the Affiliate Program, while maintaining 
the structure of such Partners.

«Career Points» — conditional units, as they accumulate, the Partner can receive a higher 
Rank. The number of Career Points depends on the total Turnover in the Partner’s structures 
and personal purchases.

«Career Income» — a payment in the amount of a fixed percentage of the Delta of sold Goods 
at all levels of the Partner’s structure, the amount of which depends on the Ranks of the Partner 
and members of his structure.

«Marketplace» — is a unique online platform oton.market, which sells products, goods and 
services of various manufacturers.

«Marketplace Bonus» — is a conventional unit equivalent to 1 euro. Bonuses are provided for 
the purchase of goods on the Marketplace. The number of bonuses is displayed in the Partner’s 
personal account on the Marketplace website.

«Partner» — a registered user of the OTON Ecosystem, who is a member of the Affiliate Program.

«Gift Card» — an OTON.Market gift card with a certain amount of Marketplace Bonuses, which 
can be used to purchase goods and services on OTON.Market.

«Pool» — a special fund formed from a fixed percentage of the Delta of Goods sold on the 
Marketplace and in satellite projects of the OTON Ecosystem, designed to encourage Partners 
from Rank 6 and above.

«Rank» — the status of a Partner, which can be obtained by accumulating a certain number of 
Career Points.
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«Regular activity» — the minimum volume of personal purchases or personal sales of Goods 
on the Marketplace and in satellite projects of the OTON Ecosystem for a certain period of time 
according to the current Partner Rank, necessary to receive accruals for all types of marketing. 

«Product» — a product, service or Gift Cards presented in the Marketplace catalog, the  DEXART  
metaverse and in other satellite projects of the OTON Ecosystem.

«Turnover» — the total volume of the Goods sold, recorded in the oton.org accounting system, 
in monetary terms for a certain period.

«Leader Bonus» — is a leadership reward that is paid to Partners from Rank 8 and above.

«Pool Bonus» — is an additional reward that is paid from the Pool to Partners from Rank 6 and 
above. The amount of the Pool Bonus depends on the Rank of the Partner and the size of the 
Pool for the reporting period.

This Affiliate Program also uses the terms specified in the Terms of Use of the OTON 
Ecosystem.

http://map.dex.art
https://oton.org/media/Terms_of_use.pdf?f7ed43ab
https://oton.org/media/Terms_of_use.pdf?f7ed43ab


There are following ways to join the OTON Affiliate Program:

After registration at oton.org a user gets access to the STANDARD Affiliate program.

When purchasing an OTON blockchain node for 499 euros or more,you get access to 
the PRO Affiliate Program

When purchasing virtual land parcels in the DEXART metaverse (satellite project of the 
OTON Ecosystem) for the amount of 499 euros or more (as a single order!) the user gets 
access to the PRO Affiliate Program.

Partners with STANDARD status, after accumulating 10 Points for personal purchases or personal 
sales in the first line, receive PRO status

At the same time, user gets access to the Partner Program, educational courses and webinars 
of the Easy Business Community, as well as other satellite projects of the OTON Ecosystem.

OTON Ecosystem 
Affiliate Program

How to join the affiliate program
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3.2

Marketplace Bonuses are conventional units that can be used to fully or partially pay for Goods 
on the Marketplace.

One Marketplace Bonus equals 1 euro.

Marketplace Bonuses can be obtained by activating the Gift Card.

Marketplace Bonuses are displayed in your account on the oton.market website.

The Buyer of the Gift Card can use it independently to purchase goods and services on OTON.
Market or transfer / donate such a card to another person. To use the Gift Card, its holder must 
activate the Gift Card within 1 year from the date of its purchase. After activating, the Market-
place Bonuses on the Gift Card will become available for use.

When purchasing a Gift Card, the Partner receives Career Points and Points for personal pur-
chases at a ratio of 1:1 of the value of the Gift Card in euros.

The reward from the sale of Products paid for by Marketplace Bonuses from the Gift Card  
is distributed according to the terms of this Affiliate Program, starting from the sponsor  
of the client who activated the Gift Card.

IMPORTANT! Marketplace Bonuses must be used within 30 continuous days from the 
date of activation of the Gift Card. After this period, unused Marketplace Bonuses 
expire.

Please note that when paying with Marketplace Bonuses, Career Points and Points for personal 
purchases are not added, as they were already credited at the time of the Gift Card purchase.

https://oton.market/en/


Digital and physical Goods are presented on the Marketplace and in satellite projects  
of the OTON Ecosystem. For each Product, the manufacturer or seller sets the Delta, which  
is intended for the distribution of rewards under the Affiliate Program.

The distribution of rewards under the Affiliate Program is carried out using several types  
of accruals (marketing), each of which is described in more detail below.

The reward is credited in OTON tokens at the rate of pancakeswap.finance, valid at the time 
of accrual. The reward is credited to the wallet balance in the oton.org account, and the total 
Turnover in the Partner’s structure is displayed in Career points in the oton.org account.

When purchasing certain types of physical Goods, accruals are frozen for 14 days. After the 
specified period, the funds are unfrozen and become available for withdrawal.

Accruals and payments4

http://pancakeswap.finance


The amount and scheme for calculating the reward of the OTON Ecosystem Partner depends 
on its Rank, compliance with the requirements for Regular activity and other mandatory con-
ditions of this Affiliate Program. The Partner’s rank determines the Career Income they receive 
(percentage of the Delta of sold Goods in his structure), Pool Bonus and Leader Bonus.

* – new Rank 6 Partners receive a Pool Bonus if they have reached Rank 6 within 3 months from the 
moment they received PRO status. New Rank 7 Partners receive a Pool Bonus if they have reached 
Rank 7 within 7 months from the moment they received PRO status.

Ranks, Career Points 
and Reward Calculation5

Rank Career income Pool Bonus Leader Bonus

12 62% 14 shares 1%

11 60% 12 shares 1%

10 57% 10 shares 1%

9 53% 8 shares 1%

8 48% 4 shares 1%

7 43% 2 shares*

6 37% 1 share*

5 32% 

4 28% 

3 24% 

2 (Pro) 20% 

1 (Standard) 10%



Ranks, Career Points
and Compensation Calculation

Ranks and Career Points
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5.1

The rank is a special status that the Partner receives upon accu-
mulating the required number of Career Points, which depends on 
the total Turnover in the Partner’s structure.

On the STANDARD Affiliate access, Career Points are earned, but 
they do not unlock the next Career Ranks. For career growth and 
obtaining Ranks, a partner must obtain PRO.

Career points are awarded to the Partner 1 to 1 of the turnover  
of their structure in euros.

Career points are also accrued from the Partner’s personal pur-
chases, but they are counted in a separate branch.

A partner must comply with the 70% / 30% rule in the affiliate net-
work. Partner’s main structural branch must have no more than 
70% of Career Points. The 70% / 30% rule is valid only at the time 
of Rank assignment. If in the future the ratio of structural branches 
changes, the Rank will remain with the Partner.

If the 70% / 30% rule is violated, Career Points are being cut: 70% 
of the partner’s total Career Points are counted from the main 
branch.

Let’s look at examples:

Affiliate has 900 Career Points in total. In the main structural branch, the number of points 
is 504, in others - 396. 504/900=0.56, that is, it is 56% of the Partner’s total Career Points. 
It turns out that there are less than 70% of Career points in the main branch of the Affiliate, 
which means that as the rule is observed, all 900 points are taken into account in Career 
Marketing.

Affiliate has 600 Career Points in total. In the main structural branch, the number of points 
is 510, in others - 90. 510/600=0.85, that is, it is 85% of the Partner’s total Career Points.  
It turns out that the main branch of the Partner has more than 70% of Career points, which 
means that the 70% / 30% rule is not followed and truncation occurs. 600 points * 0.7 = 
420 points.

Total: 510 points are taken into account in Career Marketing (420 from the main branch 
and 90 from others).

Rank Career 
points

12 10 MLN

11 5 MLN

10 2 MLN

9 1 MLN

8 500 000

7 150 000

6 50 000

5 20 000

4 7 000

3 2 300

2
(Pro) 10

1 
(Standard) 0

1

2
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and Reward Calculation

Career income
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5.2

Career Income involves receiving a fixed percentage of the Delta of sold Goods at all levels  
of the structure. The percentage depends on the Rank of the Partner.

The amount paid to a Career Income Partner depends on:
Partner rank.
The ranks of the lower in the structure of Partners up to the person who made the purchase 
of the Goods.
The Delta size of the purchased Product.

Payment of accruals is made in OTON tokens at the rate of pancakeswap.finance, valid at the 
time of accrual. You can track accruals in your account on oton.org.

Rank 1 Partners receive 10% Career Income from first line sales. Income from sales not in the 
first line Partners of the 1st Rank receive only by compression: 

if downline Partners have not completed Regular Activity and they are excluded from the 
rewards distribution process;
if people down the structure do not have a Rank, they are not Affiliates and do not participate   
in the process of distributing rewards under the Affiliate Program.

Sheet of Career Income by Rank:

Rank Career income

12 62% 

11 60% 

10 57% 

9 53% 

8 48% 

7 43% 

6 37% 

5 32% 

4 28% 

3 24% 

2 (Pro) 20% 

1 (Standard) 10%

http://pancakeswap.finance


Career Income Calculation Examples
Example 1

Partner A (Rank 3)

Client (no Rank) who made the purchase of the Goods

Let Partner A have a career Rank of 3.

In the first line of the Partner, a purchase of a Product worth 200 euros with a Delta of 50% was 
made, that is, 100 euros in monetary terms are distributed under the Affiliate Program.

In this case, Affiliate A will receive a Career Income of 24% of the Product Delta, that is, 24 euros 
in monetary terms. The accrual will take place in OTON tokens.

Example 2
Partner A (Rank 1)

Client A (no rank)

Customer B (no Rank) who made the purchase of the Goods

Let Partner A have career Rank 1 (Standard). 

In the second line of Affiliate A, Client B made a purchase of a Product worth 200 euros with a 
Delta of 50%, that is, 100 euros in monetary terms are distributed under the Affiliate Program.

At the same time, in the first line, the partner has client A with no Rank.

Due to compression, Affiliate A will receive a Career Income of 10% of the Product Delta, that 
is, 10 euros in monetary terms. The accrual will take place in OTON tokens.

Example 3
Partner A (Rank 4)

Partner B (Rank 2)

         Client (without Rank) who made the purchase of the Goods

Let Partner A have a career Rank of 4.

In the partner’s second line, a purchase of a Product worth 200 euros with a Delta of 50% was 
made, that is, 100 euros in monetary terms are distributed under the Affiliate Program.

At the same time, Partner A has Partner B with Rank 2 in the first line.

In this case, Affiliate B will receive a Career Income of 20% of the Product Delta, i.e. 20 euros 
in monetary terms. A Partner A will receive a difference of 28% -20% = 8% of the Goods Delta, 
that is, 8 euros in monetary terms. Both Partners will be credited in OTON tokens.

0

0

0

1

1

1

2

2
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5.3

Upon reaching Rank 6 and above, the Partner receives a Pool Bonus. This additional reward is 
paid from the Pool - a special fund.

New Rank 6 Partners receive a Pool Bonus if they have reached Rank 6 within 3 months from 
the moment they received PRO status.

New Rank 7 Partners receive a Pool Bonus if they have reached Rank 7 within 7 months from 
the moment they received PRO status. 

Pool Bonus calculation procedure: 

     8% of the Delta of all Goods sold on the Marketplace and in satellite projects of the OTON    
     Ecosystem go to the Pool of Partners from Rank 6 and above. 

      The pool is distributed weekly among its participants as follows: the number of active Partners 
     is multiplied by the number of their shares. The total amount for distribution is divided by 
     the total number of shares, from here we get the size of one share.

Further, the amount is distributed in OTON tokens among partners according to the Rank.

Leader Bonus5.4

Leader Bonus is an additional type of reward for Partners who have reached Rank 8 and above.

When selling any Product, the rewards distribution system finds 5 upstream Partners closest 
to the buyer, for which both conditions are met:

     The Partner complies with the conditions for Regular activity and, accordingly, does not fall 
     under Dynamic compression;

     Partner has Rank 8 and above.

Each of the above Partners receives 1% of the Delta of the sold Goods.



Regular Activity
and Dynamic Compression6

To receive accruals for all types of marketing, the Partner must perform Regular Activity. Regular 
activity is valid when one of the following conditions is met: 
 

Personal purchase of the Goods for the required amount of Regular Activity, the amount of 
which depends on the Rank. The requirements for Regular Activity are shown in the sheet 
below.

Sale of Goods for 199 euros and more per account in the first line. One customer must buy 
Products worth 199 euros or more (multiple purchases possible). In this case, if the Partner 
made a sale to the first line to Partner A for 100 euros and to the first line to Partner B for 100 
euros - Regular activity will not be counted.

The period for calculating Regular activity is 30 days.

The period for calculating Regular activity starts from the date of obtaining the Standard or 
PRO access.

All Affiliates must confirm activity, regardless of how they got access to the Affiliate Program.
 

Regular Activity Requirements:

If a Partner of Rank 2 and above does not fulfill the conditions of Regular activity, they fall under 
Dynamic compression and are excluded from the distribution of rewards. At the same time, the 
Rank and structure are reserved for such a Partner. If the Partner further fulfills the conditions 
for access to the Affiliate Program, he again begins to participate in the process of distribution 
of rewards. 

Rank Career points Regular activity

12 10 MLN 100 €

11 5 MLN 90 €

10 2 MLN 80 €

9 1 MLN 70 €

8 500 000 60 €

7 150 000 50 €

6 50 000 40 €

5 20 000 30 €

4 7 000 20 €

3 2 300 10 €

2 (Pro) 10 10 €

1 (Standard) - -



Other conditions7

This document may be changed or supplemented at any time. Partners, as well as registered 
users of the OTON Ecosystem, will be immediately notified of such changes or additions. 
Continued use by the Partner or a registered user of the OTON Ecosystem and its satellite 
projects is considered automatic acceptance of such changes and additions.
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